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Elena Anatolyevna Director General of Belarusian Association of International Forwarders and Logistics
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Semenkevich
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ABOUT THE BELARUSIAN TRANSPORT WEEK
The Belarusian Transport Week 2016, which
included the IX International Specialised Exhibition
“Transport & Logistics 2016”, IV International Specialised
Exhibition “Logistics Engineering 2016”, I International
Specialised Exhibition “Transport Infrastructure 2016”,
and IX Belarusian Transport and Logistics Congress, was
held on October 5-8, 2015 in the city of Minsk.
The Belarusian Transport Week plays a crucial role
in the development of the transport infrastructure and
the logistics system of the Republic of Belarus and the
neighbouring states, assists in bringing in innovations and
investments, and helps to grow the scope of international
transportations.
Every year the Belarusian Transport Week is dedicated
to a certain topic which determines the focus of expositions,
as well as theoretical and practical events. This year, the
emphasis was made on the Silk Road Economic Belt
project – the global idea of creation of the infrastructure
network from western borders of China through Central Asia
to Europe. This plan comprises construction of railroads
and highways, energy supply lines, port development.
Revived ancient Silk Road will be the largest modern
economic and trade corridor with the production volume
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exceeding 20 trillion US dollars, covering 65 countries. For
Belarus, it means promotion of development of transport,
transit opportunities, trade, industry, and technologies.
In 2015, over 80 organisations from 9 countries
of the world (Belarus, Russia, Kazakhstan, Ukraine,
Lithuania, Latvia, Poland, Austria, China) participated
in the exhibition “Transport and Logistics”. 56% of
exhibitors came from foreign countries, while 21% were
new faces.
The exhibitors included transport and logistics centres,
motor vehicles manufacturers and dealers, suppliers of
equipment for logistics centres, insurance companies,
administrations of sea ports and railroads from the CIS,
foreign neighbouring and remote countries. Apart from
stands of individual companies, the National Stand of
Latvia, the collective stand of Klaipeda port and port
companies, and the collective stand of Ukrainian Railway
were present.
The international specialised exhibition “Logistics
Engineering 2015” was held for the fourth time. The
participants demonstrated materials, technologies
and equipment to design, build and repair warehouse

complexes, logistics services, logistics business process
automation technologies.
In 2015, the international specialised exhibition
“Transport Infrastructure 2015” was included into the
programme of the Belarusian Transport Week for the first
time. Investment projects and innovation technologies
for development and modernisation of automobile
roads, railroad transport, aircraft and water transport
infrastructure were presented there.
Events of the Belarusian Transport Week were
visited by many official guests including Umberto
de Pretto, Secretary General of International Road
Transport Union; Anatoliy Sivak, Minister of Transport
and Communications of the Republic of Belarus;
Anrijs Matiss, Minister of Communications of Latvian
Republic; Rimantas Sinkevicius, Minister of Transport
and Communications of Lithuanian Republic; Mariusz
Haladyj, Deputy Minister of Economy of the Republic of
Poland; Piotr Baskakov, President of United Transport
and Logistics Company JSC; Tautginas Sankauskas,

President of Lithuanian National Association of Forwarders
and Logistcs “LINEKA”; Oleg Platonov, President of
Association of Transport, Forwarding and Logistics
Companies “Ukrvneshtrans”; Nikolay Gorbel, Chairman
of Association of International Forwarders and Logistics
“BAME”; Nikolay Borovoy, Chairman of Association of
International Road Carriers “BAMAP”, and many others.
The agenda of IX Belarusian Transport and
Logistics Congress included 14 business events:
discussions, forums, presentations, round tables, at
which domestic and foreign experts shared leadingedge solutions in the area of transport and logistics.
Experts from 6 countries of the world (Belarus, Ukraine,
Lithuania, Latvia, Poland, and Germany) participated in
the Congress. The speakers’ presentations are published
at the web-site www.tc.by/exhibitions/transport2015/
plantl2015/.
In the course of the Belarusian Transport Week,
three international treaties on cooperation and
coordination between Belarusian and foreign companies
from Belarus, Ukraine, Lithuania, and Latvia were signed.
Events of the Belarusian Transport Week were
covered in mass media by 12 information partners
representing the leading Belarusian and foreign printed
media and Internet portals.
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
AND COORDINATION AGREEMENTS
On October 6, 2015 the Memorandum on coopera
tion in the area of transit railroad cargo transportation
was signed at the stand of Belarusian Railway. The
document was signed by Vladimir Morozov, CEO of
Belarusian Railway State Union, and Stasis Dailydka,
Director General of Lithuanian Railway JSC. The signing
ceremony was attended by Saulius Girdauskas, Minister
of Transport and Communications of Lithuanian Republic;
Evaldas Ignatavicius, Ambassador Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary of Lithuanian Republic in the Republic
of Belarus, and officials of the Ministry of Transport and
Communications of the Republic of Belarus.
This Memorandum is the instrument to coordinate
activities of two large railroad carriers. It stipulates the
ways to increase competitiveness of Belarusian and
Lithuanian railroads to Klaipeda and Kaliningrad. The
Memorandum also establishes certain principles of
cooperation with Lithuanian business community. It also
stipulates that the rates for railroad transportation of
the two countries will not be increased in the upcoming
year.

Giving comments to the Memorandum, Vladimir
Morozov noted: ‘We clearly understand that raising
rates in this market with its strong competition will lead
us to nowhere. Today we shall seek consensus with
the customer. I always follow the principle that the rate
must be fair.’
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Aleksandr Tkachenko

Evgeniy Usenkov

On October 6, 2015, the Memorandum on
cooperation between Belarusian Transport and
Logistics Centre SE and Ukrainian Transport and
Logistics Centre SE was signed at the stand of
Belintertrans Transport and Logistics Centre. The document
was executed by Evgeniy Usenkov, Director of BTLC, and
Aleksandr Tkachenko, Acting Director of UTLC.
In accordance with this document, the top priority
objectives of cooperation will be provision of a large range
of transport and logistics services focused on attraction of
cargo flow with participation of the parties (including cargo
transportation on the rout Belarus – Ukraine – Belarus
and transit through the two countries) and preparation
of measures for improvement of cargo transportation by
trains of the combined transport “Viking” and “ZUBR”.
On October 7, 2015, the second Memorandum
on cooperation was signed between BelintertransLithuania CJSC and Noord Natie Ventspils Terminals
(Latvia). The document was executed by Evgeniy
Malashkevich, Director of Belintertrans-Lithuania CJSC,
and Maris Katranji, Member of the Management Board
of Noord Natie Ventspils Terminals.

Evgeniy Malashkevich

Based on the Memorandum, Belintertrans-Lithuania
CJSC is the official railroad freight forwarder of NOORD
NATIE VENTSPILS terminal and in charge of arrangement
of cargo transportation through NNVT terminal and by
Belarusian, Latvian and other railways at competitive
rates.

Maris Katranji
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OFFICIAL VISIT OF THE DELEGATION
OF INTERNATIONAL ROAD TRANSPORT UNION
TO THE REPUBLIC OF BELARUS
The official delegation of the International Road
Transport Union headed by its Secretary General
Umberto de Pretto visited the city of Minsk to take
part in the Belarusian Transport Week by the invitation
of Association of International Road Carriers “BAMAP”.
The delegation included Marek Retelski, Deputy
Secretary General of IRU, and Dmitriy Cheltsov, Head
of Permanent Representation of IRU in Eurasia. The
business visit schedule provided for several meetings with
the Government of the Republic of Belarus, Ministries and
agencies.
On October 6, 2015, the head of IRU visited the
exhibition “Transport and Logistics 2015” where he
viewed the exposition, attended the stand of BAMAP
Association, and discussed current issues of international
road transportation and application of TIR procedure with
chief executives of international road carriers.
On the same day, Secretary General of IRU visited
the Ministry of Economy of the Republic of Belarus
where he met Deputies Minister of Economy Aleksandr
Yaroshenko and Dmitriy Krutoy. During the meeting,
the parties discussed prospects of utilisation of transit
potential of the Republic of Belarus in the framework of Silk
Road Economic Belt concept. IRU views implementation
of this concept as a unique opportunity for development
of road transport, trade, and growth of economies of the
countries with no outlet to the sea and located along the
transit corridor from Asia to Europe.
Further on that day, Umberto de Pretto visited State
Customs Committee of the Republic of Belarus where he
talked to Vladimir Orlovskiy, Deputy Chairman of the
State Customs Committee. The parties discussed the
most urgent issues related to application of the Convention
on International Transport of Goods Under Cover of TIR
Carnets concluded in Geneva on November 14, 1975,
development of regional transit system in the framework
of Eurasian Economic Union, implementation of e-TIR
pilot project, and possibility to enhance TIR procedure
guarantee in the territory of the Republic of Belarus. The
officials of the State Customs Committee note that the
meeting allowed not only discussion of urgent issues of
bilateral cooperation but also establishment of priorities
of coordination of activities of the Belarusian customs and
IRU for the purpose of protection of interests of citizens
and business community in the area of arrangement of
passenger and cargo transportation.
Also, Secretary General of IRU met Anatoliy Sivak,
Minister of Transport and Communications of the Republic
of Belarus. Transport experts discussed the situation in the
international market of road transportation services and
prospects of development of cargo road transportation in
Eurasian region. The meeting will result in drawing of the
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trilateral cooperation programme (between IRU, Ministry
of Transport, and BAMAP Association) which will provide
for specific mutual actions to be undertaken by the parties
for development of key directions of transport activities.

On October 7, 2015, there was held a meeting
between Anatoliy Kalinin, Deputy Prime Minister of
the Republic of Belarus, and Umberto de Pretto. In
the course of negotiations, high professionalism of
Belarusian road carriers occupying leading positions in
the international transportation market was mentioned.
Participants of the meeting discussed the issues of
road transport development in the Republic of Belarus
against the background of integration processes in
the region, creation of Eurasian Economic Union,
implementation of PRC initiative to create the Silk
Road Economic Belt. It was noted that Belarus has an
opportunity to become an important component of the
Belt with regard to actively developing logistics system
and establishment of the China-Belarus industrial park
that may become the transhipment hub from Asia
to Europe. Umberto de Pretto showed interest in
further cooperation with the Republic of Belarus and
readiness to provide all-round support to our country
in implementation of initiatives in the sphere of road
transportation.
Before leaving Belarus, Umberto de Pretto visited
BAMAP Association. There, the results of the business
visit of the head of IRU were summarised, and priorities of
future mutual activities to protect interests of international
road carriers were defined.
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CULTURAL PROGRAMME OF THE EXHIBITION
Every year, Lithuanian Railway arranges an hour of
music: the tough schedule of business events always
has some time for creativity, when the floor is given to
music bands. The discovery of this year was the electric
violin trio ELECTRIC LADIES who gave virtuosic play and
dance performance of well-known compositions.
During the performance, a stand-up meal was
served where the spectators could treat themselves to
Lithuanian cheese, bakery and beverages. ‘We arrange
for this kind of show every year, so that the forum
participants could relax and listen to good music’, note
the event organisers.

October 5, 2015

BELARUSIAN TRANSPORT
AND LOGISTICS CONGRESS

Nikolay Gorbel, Tautginas Sankauskas

Belarus-Lithuania Forum “Situation and Prospects of Lithuania-Belarus cooperation
in the area of transport and logistics”
The Forum opened the Belarusian Transport
Week. It was attended by officials of Belarus and
Lithuania and representatives of business community
of the both countries. The sponsors of the event
were the Ministry of Transport and Communications
of the Republic of Belarus, the Ministry of Transport
and Communications of Lithuanian Republic, the
Embassy of Lithuanian Republic in the Republic of
Belarus, Lithuanian Confederation of Industrialists.
The moderators were Nikolay Gorbel, Chairman of
Association of International Forwarders and Logistics
“BAME”, and Tautginas Sankauskas, President of
Lithuanian National Association of Forwarders and
Logistics “LINEKA”.
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Delivering his welcoming speech, Evaldas
Ignatavicius, the Ambassador Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary of Lithuanian Republic in the Republic
of Belarus called the Form ‘domestic’, because
Lithuanian and Belarusian people are kin, so they work
and communicate together very well. Currently, the
cooperation is built around the way between the Black
and the Baltic seas, and the dynamics of cargo flow by
railroad and through Klaipeda port proves that many
discussed plans are implemented.
Rimantas Sinkevicius, Minister of Transport and
Communications of Lithuanian Republic, also said words
of welcome and specified several factors that influence

Evaldas Ignatavicius

intensity and positive dynamics of relations between
Belarus and Lithuania in the sphere of transport logistics.
First of all, it is regional position of Lithuania, with its
opportunities of sea transit, and Belarus, providing land
transit of cargo to be dispatched by sea. Second, many
years of established relations at the level of commercial
transport companies, administrations of railroads, and
transport ministries of the both countries. The routes
of cargo delivery – by railroad or automobiles to port –
give Lithuania exceptional benefits by speed and price
allowing attraction of not only Belarusian but also transit
cargo, since vast economic areas of European Union,
Scandinavia, and the CIS countries are around. The
Minister noted that trade turnover between our countries
this year made 112% in comparison with the rate of the
previous year. Besides, Lithuania occupies the second
place in terms of trade turnover of Belarus with other
countries.
The general situation in the transport and logistics
sphere was described by Belarusian speakers
– Nikolay Gorbel, Chairman of Association of
International Forwarders and Logistics “BAME”,
Nikolay Verkhovets, Deputy Director General of
Association of International Road Carriers “BAMAP”,
Evgeniy Usenkov, Director General of BLTC SE, and
officials of Belarusian Railway SU.

Rimantas Sinkevicius

Evgeniy Usenkov

Nikolay Verkhovets
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The current market situation was reported also by the
Lithuanian side – Kestutis Kudzmanas, Abmassadorat-Large in charge of transport development of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Lithuanian Republic, Stasis
Gudvalis, Deputy Director General, Director of Cargo
Transportation Directorate of Lithuanian Railway JSC,
Tautginas Sankauskas, President of Lithuanian National
Association of Forwarders and Logistcs “LINEKA”, Julius
Misiunas, Vice President of Lithuanian National Road
Carriers Association “LINAVA”, and Arvydas Vaitkus,
Director General of Klaipeda State Sea Port Directorate.
The both parties supported promotion of relations
between Belarus and Lithuania. It was said that Lithuania
and Belarus should work in close liaison and be interested
in growth of competitiveness in the cargo transportation
market.

Kestutis Kudzmanas

In spite of close mutually beneficial cooperation, there
are unresolved issues. Crossing of borders at the track
junction should be simplified to save time. The uniform
system of declaration and document flow is needed and
other mutual solutions for countries through which territory
the transit container train passes are required.
The forum participants discussed trends of development
of transport infrastructure of Lithuania and business
opportunities for Belarus, transport and logistics potential
of railroads in support of export, import and transit cargo
transportation and attraction of cargo flow in the direction
Europe – Asia – Europe, development of cooperation
between Lithuania and Belarus in the sphere of logistics
in the framework of Silk Road Economic Belt, prospects
of cooperation between Belarus and Lithuania in the area
of international road transport, peculiarities of international
transportation of cargo through the territory of Belarus.
Continuing to speak about mutually beneficial
cooperation, Nikolay Gorbel, Chairman of Association
of International Forwarders “BAME”, awarded Tautginas
Sankauskas, President of Lithuanian National Association
of Forwarders and Logistics “LINEKA” with the honorary
breastplate “Honourable BAME employee”. This award is
a gesture of appreciation and acknowledgement of merits
of Lithuanian partners in the matter of improvement
of work efficiency of freight forwarders and logistics
operators of the country.

Arvydas Vaitkus
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Stasis Gudvalis

Julius Misiunas

October 6, 2015

OFFICIAL OPENING OF THE EXHIBITION

Anatoliy Sivak

The official exhibition opening ceremony was
attended by Anatoliy Sivak, Minister of Transport and
Communication of the Republic of Belarus, Deputy
Chairman of the Organising Committee, Anrijs Matiss,
Minister of Communications of Latvian Republic, Mariusz
Haladyj, Deputy Minister of Economy of the Republic
of Poland, Siaulus Girdauskas, Deputy Minister of
Transport and Communication of Lithuanian Republic,
Piotr Baskakov, President of United Transport and
Logistics Company JSC, Nikolay Gorbel, Chairman of
Association of International Forwarders and Logistics
“BAME”, Grigoriy Bondarev, Director of Technics and
Communication CJSC.
Members of the Organising Committee, heads
of public management authorities, representatives
of diplomatic missions accredited in the Republic
of Belarus, foreign guests and participants of the
exhibition were also present at the opening ceremony.

Anrijs Matiss

In his welcoming speech, Anatoliy Sivak, Minister
of Transport and Communication of the Republic of
Belarus, said: ‘Today Belarus is a country with high
level of transport development, which is becoming
the key platform in implementation of large scale
projects in Eurasian region, allowing creation of
any logistics schemes. Automobile, railroad, air and
water ways provide for mobility of the population
and serve as the basis for industrial development of
Belarus.
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The Belarusian Transport Week 2015 will be full
of business events and negotiations which will surely
become successful in terms of finding new useful contacts
and partnerships of mutual interests for the public and the
business.’
Anrijs Matiss, Minister of Communications of
Latvian Republic, stressed the importance of the
Belarusian Transport Week for Latvia as the forum for
negotiations: ‘We meet each other at the exhibition, but
it is just the visible part. Serious work is behind it. It goes
beyond saying that Latvia much appreciates this forum,
which is proved by the fact that the national stand of
Latvia is present here from the very first exhibition. And
we see that the number of participants is growing each
year.’

Piotr Baskakov

Mariusz Haladyj, Deputy Minister of Economy of the
Republic of Poland, noted in his speech: ‘Belarus is first
of all a transit country, same as Poland. Transport is the
driver of the whole economy. This is a great chance for
our countries, and a challenge as well which will make us
use our potential reasonably.’
At the end of the opening ceremony, the official
attendees cut the ceremonial ribbon and thus launched
the Belarusian Transport Week.

Saulius Girdauskas

Mariusz Haladyj
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VISIT OF THE OFFICIAL DELEGATION TO THE EXPOSITION
The official delegation headed by Anatoliy Sivak,
Minister of Transport and Communications of the Republic
of Belarus, attended more than ten stands during their
visit to the exhibition “Transport and Logistics 2015”.
The delegation started from the stand of the Ministry
of Transport and Communications of the Republic of
Belarus. Anatoliy Sivak was interested to see how the
Ministry positions itself at the exhibition.
Then, Piotr Baskakov, President of United Transport
and Logistics Company JSC, presented the company
stand to the delegation.
The next visiting point was the stand of Association
of International Road Carriers “BAMAP” where Nikolay
Verkhovets, Deputy Director General of the Association,
presented its concept.
At the stand of Gomel Carriage Construction Plant
CJSC, Anatoliy Sivak spoke with Igor Krasnov, Director
of the company, about cooperation with Kazakhstan.
Then, the delegation visited the stand of Minsk
Carriage Repair Plant where the Minister asked Igor
Komarovskiy, Director of the company, about workload
and development prospects.
The stand of Lithuanian Railway JSC was presented
by Stasis Gudvalis, Deputy Director General, and
Vladimir Dervenkov, Head of Representative Office in
the Republic of Belarus.
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Martinas Armonaitis, Director for Economy and
Finance of Klaipeda State Sea Port Directorate SE, told
about the plans to deepen the port channel, the joint
project “Western Gates” with the Republic of Kazakhstan,
and many other issues.

Sivak held a short discussion with Mariusz Haladyj,
Deputy Minister of Economy of the Republic of Poland,
Marcin Kamola, Director for Development of DCT
Gdańsk S.A., and Jacek Pas, Director for Development
and Trade of KZN Bieżanów.

The Minister also showed interest in the stand of the
China-Belarus park of commerce and logistics “China
Merchants”. Anatoliy Sivak discussed the prospects of
construction of the Park with Yui Minghua, Deputy Director
General of China Merchants CHN-BLR Commercial and
Logistics Company CJSC.

Then, at the stand of the logistics centre “Prilesye”,
Siamak Mahinrad, Director of the Centre, told the
Minister about development prospects.

After that the delegation moved to the national Latvian
stand which was presented by Uldis Reimanis, Deputy
State Secretary of the Ministry of Communications of
Latvian Republic. At the stand of the Trade and Investment
Support Department of the Embassy of Poland, Anatoliy
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At the stand of BLTC the Minister communicated with
Evgeniy Usenkov, Director General of the Centre. The
tour around the exposition ended in attending the stand of
Belarusian Railway SU.
Then, Anatoliy Sivak answered multiple questions of
journalists representing central TV channels and leading
printed media.

BELARUSIAN TRANSPORT
AND LOGISTICS CONGRESS
Round table “Potential of transport infrastructure
of the Republic of Belarus for attraction of cargo flows
of the Silk Road Economic Belt project”
Availability of developed contemporary transport
infrastructure is a prerequisite for full-fledged
participation of countries in the Silk Road project.
Belarus has good existing capabilities and large potential
for further development. These aspects were reviewed
at the round table by experts of various transportation,
research, design companies and organisations of the
republic.
The event was arranged by the Ministry of Transport
and Communications of the Republic of Belarus,
Belavtostrada SE, BelNIIT Transtechnika RUE, Belarusian
Railway SO.
Vladimir Kostin, Director of Aviation Department
of the Ministry of Transport and Communications,
delivered the welcoming speech, saying: ‘The thousandyear-old Silk Road, the oldest transport artery, became
a legend. Once it was a busy route, a cultural bridge
through time and space. Today the ancient Silk Road
has a chance to be revived. On September 7, 2013,
Xi Jinping, PRC leader, promoted the initiative of
joint construction of the Silk Road Economic Belt
and proposed to create the community of countries
with mutual interests and destiny based on political
contacts, development of transport communications,
promotion of trade, support of continuous cash flow
system, and improvement of understanding between
people. Now the integrated transport infrastructure
is being created, and everything is made for the
development of this project’.
Elena Plotchenko, Chief Expert of Belgiprodor SE,
made the presentation ‘On development of automobile
roads’ where she showed strategic directions of
implementation of the state programme of road network
development. ‘The state programme was approved
by the Resolution of the Council of Ministers and
includes main aspects of development and repair of
automobile roads, construction of the second ring road
around Minsk, reconstruction and building of category
I automobile roads joining Minsk with regional centres,
modernisation of transit corridors, and other issues. It is
planned to reconstruct Orsha-Vitebsk section, and such
roads as P20 and P45. These and other projects will
help to attract transit cargo flow and make Belarusian
transport arteries eligible for inclusion into the Silk Road
project.
Julia Poznanskaya, Head of Legal and Organisational
Work of Belavtostrada SE: ‘Today toll is charged with the
use of the electronic system. The driver doesn’t need
to stop: the system charges the fee or registers a non-

Elena Plotchenko
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payment. The Transport Inspectorate also monitors the
situation. This system is 99% efficient. Today toll road is
1189 km long; since November 1 it is planned to launch
the third stage of toll roads, and their total length will
become 1512 km’. Then, the discussion was held on the
structure of distribution of proceeds from operation of toll
roads.

Julia Poznanskaya

Artyom Sikorskiy

Aleksey Afanasyev, Head of Water Transport
Development Directions Research unit of BelNIIT
Transtechnika, drew the attention of the participants
to the prospects and problems of riverboat transport
development: ‘Some cargo can be delivered only by water
transport, e.g. heavy large-sized cargo. There are river
ports in large cities, but all of them need modernisation,
because some sections of our rivers are impassable for
vessels. The company builds river control structures in
the inland waterways of Belarus. Until 2020, it is planned
to eliminate all bottlenecks on the section from Brest
to the Ukrainian border on the river Pripyat. There are
also other areas of modernisation. For instance, creation
of sites for temporary cargo storage is planned for
transportation of oil products. Belarus possesses the
necessary infrastructure for riverboat transport, but it
should be modernised with regard of such peculiarities
as fall of water level. The riverboat transport is the most
environmentally friendly and energy efficient. This is
another reason why river transport systems should be
developed.’
Gennadiy Golovenchik spoke about the history of
air transportation, activities of the National Airport ‘Minsk’
and stable growth of passenger and cargo flows: ‘The
airport operates in 40 international directions, and is
certified as RA3 agent. By the way, the National Airport
is situated in the very western part of the Customs Union,
and it is not overloaded. It should be noted that the airport
has spacious lounges.’ As Gennadiy Golovenchik put it,
the airport passenger flow is increasing almost by 20%
every year.
Development of aviation infrastructure of Belarus
for the purpose of improvement of trade and economic
processes in the framework of the Silk Road Economic
Belt project was also mentioned by Tatyana Tkachiova,
Acting Head of Air Transport Development Directions
Research Unit of BelNIIT Transtechnika: ‘By its
geopolitical location, Belarus is the optimal choice for
transit technical landings for foreign airlines. We would
like to see all airports of the country loaded, but there are
certain problems, for instance, limitations on reception
of heavy-duty aircraft, absence of sufficient temporary
storage room and customs space. The country should
also have reserve airfields in case of unfavourable
weather conditions.

Gennadiy Golovenchik
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The top priority projects of the development of
Minsk airport are modernisation of the existing airport
terminal, construction of a new runway where all types
of aircraft could land day and night without limitations.
The infrastructure on the adjacent territory should also be
developed.’

Vladimir Lemekh, senior researcher of Railroad
Transport Development Directions Research Unit of
BelNIIT Transtechnika told about peculiarities of project
finance of transport infrastructure objects in the framework
of public and private partnership: ‘The infrastructure,
transport infrastructure in particular, is not a company
but a project. Therefore, traditional tools of corporate
managements are mainly the tools based on compromise.
Often when bureaucratic system starts implementation
of infrastructure projects, they are a failure. The events
based not on partnership but on compromise give
negative results in the medium and long term.’
Participants of the discussion agreed that the transport
infrastructure of the Republic of Belarus has strong
potential, but a lot remains to be done in the framework of
cooperation under the Silk Road project, and the ChinaBelarus Industrial Park “Great Stone” will be one of its key
points.

Ivan Elovoy, Edvinas Kaminskas, Pavel Bozhanov

The round table “Logistics system of the Republic of Belarus in conditions of
development of the Silk Road Economic Belt project
The round table was sponsored by the Ministry
of Transport and Communications of the Republic of
Belarus and BelNIIT Transtechnika RUE. The event
gathered a large audience representing the Ministry
of Trade, State Customs Committee, Beltamozhservis
RUE, Belgospischeprom Concern, Belarusian Railway
SO, BTLC RTFUE, Lithuanian Railway JSC, Association
of International Forwarders and Logistics “BAME”,
Association of International Road Carriers “BAMAP”,
Belarusian State University of Transport, Belarusian
National Technical University, Institute of Business and
Management of Technologies of BSU. The participants
discussed regulation of logistics, transportation and
forwarding activities, international experience of logistics
activity, complex nature and availability of logistics
services, logistics infrastructure of the Republic of Belarus

and the neighbouring countries, international carriage
with the use of different types of transport, competence of
staff of logistics operators, logistics centres, transport and
forwarding companies, and international carriers.
As noted by Pavel Bozhanov, Director of BelNIIT
Transtechnika RUE, the round table moderator, special
attention should be paid to discussion of promising
directions of development of Belarusian logistics, its
eastern direction in particular.
The first speaker was Roman Rachkovskiy, Head
of Division for Regional Cooperation, Exhibition, Fair
and Logistics Activity of the Ministry of Trade of the
Republic of Belarus. He told about implementation of the
state programme of logistics system development to be
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completed in 2015: ‘Certainly, the programme brought
the expected results. Due to it we have 19 excellent
logistics centres complying with European standards and
international requirements. The foundation was laid to
legislative base in the logistics sphere’.

Roman Rachkovskiy

Irina Krasnova

Vladislav Lembievskiy
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By order of the Ministry of Transport and
Communications, BelNIIT Transtechnika and Belarusian
University of Transport designed the concept of the
state programme of logistics system development of
Belarus for 2016-2020, which was presented by Ivan
Elovoy, Head of Cargo and Commercial Activity Chair
of BSUT. The programme provides for subprogrammes
for development of transit potential, automobile and
railroad frontier checkpoints. Main tasks include
improvement of the legislation in the sphere of logistics,
increase of quality and comprehensiveness of logistics
services, development of infrastructure and efficiency
of its use, international cooperation, participation in
the Silk Road project, information and communication
development. The concept of the new programme
stipulates construction of logistics centres for various
purposes, based on marketing research of cargo and
transport flows, and development of container logistics
centre network.
General analytic review of the logistics system of
Belarus was described by Irina Krasnova, Assistant
Professor of Economy and Logistics Chair of Automobile
and Tractor Department of Belarusian National Technical
University. In her report, she clearly demonstrated how

Anatoliy Molokovich

the logistics efficiency index is calculated, and explained
how Belarus can improve its results.
Edvinas Kaminskas, Deputy Head of Representative
Office of Lithuanian Railway JSC in the Republic of
Belarus, shared foreign experience. He told about great
attention paid to infrastructure projects, and cooperation
with Belarusian Railway.
Efficiency of sea and railroad transportations
in working with China was compared by Vladislav
Lembievskiy, Deputy Director General of Belintertrans –
Transport and Logistics Centre SE: ‘Today usage of

railroad allows three-fold reduction of cargo time in
transit. Therefore, the Belarusian logistics system needs
to make use of this advantage. Even now it is seen that
demand for railroad transportation in China – Europe
direction will be growing’.
The round table ended in report of Anatoliy
Molokovich, Head of Logistics Chair of the Institute of
Business and Management of Technologies of Belarusian
State University. He shared his view of potential
opportunities of different transport corridors within the
Silk Road Economic Belt and spoke about improvement
of their efficiency.

Vyacheslav Dovnar, Roman Ivut, Igor Bakhanovich

Round table “HR policy in the logistics system of Belarus:
challenges and solutions”
The event was held under the auspices of the Ministry of
Transport and Communications of the Republic of Belarus
and Belarusian National Technical University. The round
table gathered practical experts and representatives of
higher educational establishments training specialists in
high demand in the labour market.
The objective of the event was to discuss professional
level of logistics activity participants as the factor of
effective national logistics system.
As noted by Roman Ivut, Head of Economy and
Logistics Chair of Automobile and Tractor Department of
Belarusian National Technical University, the moderator of
the event, in his speech: ‘Our University advocated creation
of the Association of participants of the logistics activity. I
would like to stress that logistics is a new discipline, so there
are many problematic issues, and we need to solve them’.

Andrey Kosovskiy, First Deputy Chairman of the
State Committee for Science and Technologies of the
Republic of Belarus, until now logistics was not included
into the top priority directions of research and technical
activity of Belarus, i.e. this sphere had no support from
the state. ‘However, now the directions related to highspeed and ultrahigh-speed transportation systems and
communications, as well as transportation systems and
infrastructure, are among the most important. Currently
the project is in review, in accordance with which funds
to finance research will be allocated both from the budget
and from the centralised innovation fund. Resources
provided by public authorities will be directed, among
others, into development of the logistics and transport
in our country. The respective law already exists, and
the project will be implemented starting from 2016. This
will stimulate both logistics and the transport sphere to
become the most important foundation on which our
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branches in Europe, our students had a chance to visit
logistics centres of our partners and learn contemporary
approaches. We try to integrate all international
experience into the teaching process. The potential of
BSTU should be used and offered to other companies,
our capabilities should be advertised more actively. The
first steps have been taken, three groups of students
graduated, and every year our training programme
becomes more complex.’

Andrey Kosovskiy

Valeriy Yukevich

innovation development will rely’ Andrey Kosovskiy
told.
The participants of the round table asked many
questions. In particular, they were interested in what
direction of the logistics is in the highest demand.
‘Any direction, they are all needed’ answered Andrey
Kosovskiy. ‘Any sphere can be beneficial be it transport,
or infrastructure, or whatever else.’
Vyacheslav Dovnar, Chairman of the Management
Board of BIT-Union Group LLC, spoke about problems of
training logistics experts. ‘The manuals used by students
and training sessions are not enough. Logistics centres,
foreign logistics experts and economist should share their
practical experience with students. There are people who
can give them much in terms of training. The programme
should also be revised, so that training is undertaken at
the production sites where the students are going to be
employed in future.’
Vyacheslav Dovnar also told about success of
Belarusian State Technical University: ‘Since we have
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‘How many students were employed as of September
1?’ one of the listeners touched a burning issue. ‘All of
them found a job’ answered Andrey Kosovskiy. ‘In the
long run, all young specialists are in high demand, and
companies thank us for good training of students’. Roman
Ivut added that the university does not train specialists in
excessive numbers so nobody remains unemployed, and
in his opinion, other higher educational establishments
should follow this example.
Igor Bakhanovich, Executive Director of Association
of Logistics Agents, spoke in detail about international
cooperation: ‘The association includes specialists
from different spheres, for the sake of coordination
and optimisation of measures in the logistics sphere.
We jointed the European Logistics Association, it was
decided by voting in Greece. Now we have full access
to all instruments of the Association, yet we do not forget
about our eastern direction – we work with our partners
from EurAsEc, and keep in touch with Chinese partners.
Belarus was given a unique chance not only because of
its geographic position but also due to multiple direction
policy implemented by the government. We are the gate
between Asia and Europe. Immense number of transport
vehicles goes through Belarus. It is so big that we can
become a ‘Switzerland’ in the transport sphere, provided
that certain effort is put into it.’
Valeriy Yukevich, Deputy Director of Intersectoral
Institute of Professional Development and Retraining
of Belarusian National Technical University, made the
presentation ‘Re-training as a solution to shortage of
human resources in the industry’ where he presented his
project – the virtual school. ‘We proposed a pilot project:
to make the system of re-training of logistics specialists
more intensive, reduce the term of study from 18 to 12
months. We are the only educational establishment in
the country that carries out re-training within one year.
We created a kind of virtual educational establishment,
a student campus. Throughout a year we hold three fulltime tuition sessions where we immerse our students into
real logistics sphere. Not less than two hours a day we
hold tuition at the virtual school, and thus non-production
losses of time are avoided: the students don’t need to go
anywhere and overcome traffic jams. It is a convenient,
effective, and advanced approach. Our advantage is the
opportunity to study at an individual pace, at any time and
place, as well as mobility and accessibility of teaching
materials. 70% of our audience who accomplished retraining, work in the logistics industry. I think we can
compete with any educational establishment of Belarus in
terms of employment rate of graduates’.

Polina Lapkovskaya, senior lecturer of the Economy
and Logistics Chair of BSTU, shared her experience of
international cooperation: ‘Our students won a grant
for the trip in Germany where they visited Berlin School
of Economy and Law, European University Viadrina,
H.Schmidt University, and Hamburg port. Our German
colleagues noted a high level of knowledge of our
students. It is noteworthy that specialists in Germany are
trained in two directions: engineering and management,
i.e. functions are divided, which is a novelty for our
universities. Each direction has its own subjects of study.
The next important issue is active participation of logistics
companies in the teaching process. Regular practical
training is carried out. In China, the educational system
becomes more and more integrated with European ones.
One should note involvement of teachers in solution
of urgent issues of logistics system development and
attraction of students to real projects. Lectures and
seminars are full of discussions. Relations between
Chinese students and professors are also interesting:
for students, the professor is just a more experienced
colleague.’

Polina Lapkovskaya

Polina Lapkovskaya also expressed her opinion
on modernisation of the Belarusian educational system:
‘Our universities should create more opportunities for
the students to show their knowledge and develop public
speaking skills. Training and re-training programmes for
logistics specialists should be adapted to the international
standards, relations with European and Asian colleagues
in education and research should be maintained.’
Roman Ivut agreed with ideas of Polina Lapkovskaya:
‘We should take the best from German and Chinese
educational systems, and develop ourselves. Our system
is quite good, it is fundamental.’
Olga Myasnikova, Assistant Professor of the Logistics
chair of the Institute of Business and Management of
Technologies of BSU spoke about advantages and
problems of the Bologna process: ‘Since Belarus joined
the Bologna process, it is necessary to introduce a
system based on two tiers of education, and start usage
of credit score system. We would like to participate in
the system of student mobility, and it is already being
implemented. We created the educational portal where
lectures and practical tasks are published, almost the
same thing as my colleague described earlier. We also
use webinars. Thus, the students studying abroad can
also do our courses and pass exams on general terms
both abroad and at the Belarusian higher educational
establishment.’
The round table ended in somehow philosophic
question from the audience: ‘Is the logistic specialist an
engineer or a humanist?’ Olga Myasnikova said that the
logistics specialist is somewhere in between. ‘I’d rather
say that it is the logistics flow manager’ she summarised
her speech.
Summing up the round table outcomings, the
participants agreed that the need of the logistics industry

Olga Myasnikova

in the skilled staff is growing. So far as the employer has
doubts about quality of training of graduates, the only
option is re-training on the basis of higher educational
establishments without work interruption and prove
of competence in accordance with programmes of
international associations.
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Presentation of the investment project
“Creation of a logistics centre on the basis of Gomel Poultry Factory JSC”
The presentation was sponsored by Head Division
for Trade and Services of Gomel Regional Executive
Committee.
The objective of the investment project is creation of a
transport and logistics centre for acceptance, processing
and storage of cargo of any purpose.
In his presentation, Aleksey Mokharev, Deputy
Chairman of Gomel Regional Executive, told about a
wide range of provided services: from sites for parking of
vehicles to office premises, cafes and hotels.
Some figures were given: ‘Thus, the total project cost
makes 20 million US dollars, the term of construction is
5 years, and the break-even point is 7 years’. Aleksey
Mokharev mentioned favourable location of the logistics
centre and invited the audience for cooperation.

Aleksey Mokharev

Presentation of the project of construction
of an industrial and logistics complex
The event was arranged by IPL Complex LLC which
is developing IPL Park Orsha multimodal production and
logistics complex.
At the beginning of her speech, Olga Vansovich,
Deputy Director for Logistics, mentioned advantages of
the complex and its location:
– proximity to the border with Russia (45 km);
– access to 170-million market of the Customs Union;
– tax benefits for residents;
– inexpensive labour resources in the region;
– runway (3000 m);
– Orsha railroad station track;
– own customs clearance point;
– available infrastructure;
– 3PL operator servicing IPL Park Orsha is a ‘cargo
harbour’ in a strategically convenient place located at the
crossroads of two international Pan-European corridors
and at the section of the New Silk Road. Location of the
complex allows use of three types of transport: automobile,
railroad and aircraft.
Olga Vansovich also presented a wide range
of investment opportunities such as development of
warehouse premises, upgrade of the airfield to high
international standards and servicing cargo aircraft flow,
creation of export-oriented productions with the use
of beneficial terms of placement and logistics service,
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Olga Vansovich

generation and sale of electric and heat energy to
industrial companies of the region.
In the end, the representative of IPL Complex LLC
invited both Belarusian and foreign companies for
cooperation. The complex offers joint implementation of
business projects in three directions: trade, logistics, and
e-commerce.

Presentation
“Transinfo logistics transport exchange –
the automated system for management of real logistics processes”
The event was sponsored by Modern Logistics
Systems ALC. Svyatoslav Podshibyakin, Head of
Media Sector, told about modernisation of the portal.
Vitaliy Bondarev, Technical Director, explained the
structure of the web-site and details of the interface and
told how to arrange cargo transportation using the portal,
stage by stage.

The presentation ended with the speech of Vasiliy
Kopytko, Director of the company. ‘The product is new’
noted the Director, ‘but it has already been successfully
launched. A bid advantage is expandability of the product:
it can be adjusted for any company, individual tailoring is
possible, everything can be customised. We are always
working with the audience, we analyse, invite experts and
practitioners from the largest companies.’

Svyatoslav Podshibyakin
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October 7, 2015

BELARUSIAN TRANSPORT AND LOGISTICS CONGRESS
Plenary discussion
“Prospects of participation of the Republic of Belarus
in the Silk Road Economic Belt project”
The discussion was arranged by the Ministry of
Transport and Communication of the Republic of
Belarus. Unprecedented by its scale, the New Silk Road
project will lead to material improvement of speed and
cost efficiency of delivery of the goods in the direction
Europe – Asia – Europe, - such was the central idea of
the discussion. The project will involve infrastructures
of many countries including Belarus, Poland, Latvia,
Lithuania, Germany, whose representatives took part
in the discussion. Presentations and exchange of views
allowed coordination of further partner relations and
mutual development to a certain extent.

Andrey Osipchik
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Andrey Osipchik, Deputy Director General of
Belmagistralavtotrans JSC and moderator of the
discussion, noted: ‘Challenges proposed by the Silk
Road Economic Belt project are huge and versatile. But
we can cope with them, provided that we cooperate with
our neighbours.’
Vladimir Morozov, CEO of Belarusian Railway SO,
spoke about transit potential of Belarusian Railway in
cargo transportation. ‘Taking into account trade and
economic potential of China and opportunities of the
Trans-Siberian Railway, the objective of the Belarusian
Railway is development and arrangement of cargo
transportation from China to Western European countries
with direct fast-speed trains. Currently, eight container
trains are running by the Belarusian railroad on this route.
The time in transit through the territory of the Republic of
Belarus is less than 12 hours at the speed of 1,400 km
per day. To attract cargo flows on the railroad routes of
the New Silk Road project, competitive transport corridors
are needed. Joint logistics solutions are container trains
“Viking” and “ZUBR”, which transported almost 30,000
containers during the current year. We need to work
more closely on introduction of modern technologies that
would save time in transit, increase speed of delivery,
improve convenience and transparency of cargo flow

movement. The frontier should not be the barrier: customs
procedures from the both sides of the state border should
be simplified’.
Uldis Reimanis, Deputy State Secretary of the
Ministry of Communications of Latvian Republic stressed
that the New Silk Road project will not only give the way to
movement of cargo and transit but open new opportunities
in various business spheres for the European Union,
China, and all transit countries. ‘In Latvia, we created
two workgroups of leading transit carriers, and make
combined proposals to those countries with which we can
join efforts. Here, important is a simplified border crossing
regime, a fee rate system of railroad transportation.
Naturally, competition is in place, but we need identity
of views in promotion of the project ideas. I’m speaking
about development of the supply logistics where all
participants of the process are linked in chain, continue
and supplement each other’s actions, and expand their
capabilities in the framework of partnership without
limitations.’
Development of trade exchange between Asia and
Europe creates a vast economic potential for Poland,
promotes active cooperation in the sphere of sea and
railroad transport. By estimation of Mariusz Haladyj,
Deputy Minister of Economy of the Republic of Poland,
the Chinese initiative coincides with main objectives
of transport industry in Poland, and creates conditions
for expansion of transport terminals: ‘Currently four
railroad connections to China are going through Poland.
All of them us already existing road corridors and all
our sea ports. Gdansk port is the most attractive as a
part of Eurasian sea connection to Shanghai. Logistics
centres in the port districts are built at a quick pace
now. We are introducing changes in customs clearance
and control procedures in this sea harbour in order
to simplify the procedure and reduce the time of the
necessary procedures. Polish ports are making large
capital investments into development. For instance,
a new deep-water container terminal is being created
in Gdansk port, and big container vessels are already
coming there’.
Stasis Gudvalis, Deputy Director General for
Cargo Transportation of Lithuanian Railway JSC, spoke
about possibilities of Lithuanian railroads for attraction
of cargo flows: ‘Expanding the geographic coverage
of “Viking” container train in the Baltic sea region, the
priority is given to Scandinavian markets – Sweden,
Finland, and Norway. Sea lines between Klaipeda and
ports of these countries are developed very well. For us,
development of regular container trains is one of the top
priority directions. We have many years of experience in
arrangement of container lines, multimodal delivery and
cargo forwarding in the direction East – Central Europe,
East – West, and the CIS countries. Developing railroad
connections between EU and China, Lithuanian Railway
is interested in expansion of the transport bridge in this
direction. Cooperation with administrations of railways of
Belarus, Kazakhstan, China, Poland, Germany, Turkey,
Scandinavian countries, as well as carriers of these
countries is an important priority for us.’

Vladimir Morozov

Uldis Reimanis

Mariusz Haladyj

Stasis Gudvalis
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Martinas Armonaitis, Director for Economy and
Finance, CFO of Klaipeda State Sea Port Directorate
SE, reported on the use of Klaipeda port potential. He
mentioned that the port will be deepened to 17 meters by
the early 2020s, to receive larger vessels.

Martinas Armonaitis

Marina Basso Michel, Director for Development
of the Baltic Sea and Easter European Market of Port
of Hamburg Marketing, stressed that large vessels are
both a good opportunity for the companies, and serious
challenge for the port infrastructure. She added: ‘Earlier
they said that railroads are outdated. Today, everything
changed. We would never be able to deliver all cargo
by road transport. Now the statistics of carriage is the
following: 59% by road, 39% by railroad, and 2% by
inland water.’
Artyom Sikorskiy, Head of Project of Trans
aviaexport Airline JSC, pointed at the possibilities to use
air transport in the Silk Road project. He said that the
status of the state carrier allows protection of interests
of the country.
The discussion ended with the speech of Oleg
Platonov, President of Association of Transport, Freight
Forwarding and Logistics Companies “Ukrvneshtrans”. In

Marina Basso Michel

Artyom Sikorskiy
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Oleg Platonov

his opinion, today Ukraine is implementing the formula of
two D’s: decentralisation and deregulation. He also asked
to transfer all documentation flow into the electronic
form. Ending his speech, he added: ‘I hope that the
idea ‘transport for trade and tourism’ which is so much
spoken about, will be operating. We need to move from
competition to integration.’

Resume of the plenary discussion was that there
are no minor aspects of the New Silk Road project. If
each part of this highway works efficiently, then the
project will have additional wide opportunities. This is
a good chance and a serious challenge, because the
project presupposes heavy load of the railroad, sea, and
automobile infrastructure.

Panel discussion
“Digital transport and customs corridors”
The event was arranged by Infopark Science and
Research Association, and CEE Digital Business Alliance,
with support of IBA group of companies, in the framework
of strategic initiative of harmonisation of digital markets of
EU and Eastern Partnership countries.

Valeriy Virkovskiy

The objective of the discussion was to review the
concept of organisation of international cooperation in
the sphere of transport and logistics for the purpose of
improvement of quality of transport and logistics services
and reduction of costs related to arrangement of cargo
transportation, through implementation of effective
technologies of interaction of carriers, customers,
customs, frontier, warehouse and other services, based
on electronic documentation flow, electronic digital
signature, EDI and other information technologies
More than 25 representatives of public authorities,
railways, transport, logistics and warehousing companies,
educational establishments from Belarus, Latvia,
Lithuania, and Ukraine took part in the discussion.
The discussion was opened by Valeriy Virkovskiy,
Director for Cooperation with EU Countries of Infopark
SRA. He mentioned that transport flows should go faster,
therefore it became necessary to gather and discuss
paperless technologies. ‘The idea of transport corridors
became especially important after announcement of the
Silk Road project’ Valeriy Virkovskiy added.
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Sergey Prokopenko

Aleksandr Lizunov

Sergey Prokopenko, Head of Project of the
Department for Business Development of IBA IT Park
company, presented the concept of implementation
of optimal mutually beneficial cooperation between
carriers and public customs control authorities – the
digital corridor. As put by IBA IT Park and Infopark
SRA, the digital transport corridor is the conceptual
principal of arrangement of carriage based on the
capabilities of leading-edge information technologies.
Its intention is information support of carriage, paperless
documentation flow, and creation of conditions for
finding balance between interests of customers, carriers,
transport and logistics complexes, and forwarders.
The digital transport corridor as an information system
presupposes working without regional limitation, with
access of users to a range of needed services. Sergey
Prokopenko stressed: ‘The objective of today’s event
is to determine interest of the parties present here,
to understand who is eager to become an IBA Group
partner. Then, we shall continue to discuss the project,
its various aspects, and search for financing, within the
group of interested parties.’
Aleksandr Lizunov, Deputy Head of Cargo Service
and Foreign Economic Activity of Belarusian Railway SO,
was asked to evaluate this idea. He said that Belarusian
Railway has already made some progress in this area, and
it is interested in further development. However, for fullfledged development of the project, more public authorities
should be attracted. In the course of the discussion, it was
mentioned several times that an ‘advocate’ is needed –
a person from governmental authorities who will support
the idea and promote it at the top level.

Vyacheslav Zolotov

Oleg Shloma
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Vyacheslav Zolotov, Deputy Head of Information
Technologies Division of State Customs Committee,
joined the discussion to speak about public authorities.
Oleg Shloma, Head of Unit for EU and Subregional
Organisations of All-European Cooperation Division of
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Belarus,
shared his opinion. He told that the government is also
interest in promotion of paperless technologies. However,
more specific steps of cooperation are needed.
Then, Aleksandr Zyatkov, Head of Technical Unit
of Latvian Railway JSC, took the flow. He admitted
that operation of transport authorities lags behind IT
achievements, and the time had come to make use of
new opportunities.
In the course of the discussion, Ryszardas
Beduliskas, Director General of SIS UAB, and Oleg
Platonov, President of PLASKE JSC, shared foreign
experience of introduction of paperless documentation
flow. The speakers iterated that in order to introduce
paperless technologies into functioning of transportation
channels to the full extent, close cooperation with public
authorities is needed.

Ryszardas Beduliskas

Aleksandr Zyatkov

Oleg Platonov
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Poland-Belarus round table
of transport and logistics industry
The round table was arranged by the Ministry of
Transport and Communications of the Republic of
Belarus, Trade and Investment Support Department of
the Embassy of Poland in Minsk, and KOW Sp.z.o.o.
company.
During the event, the participants discussed how to
increase transit attractiveness of Poland and Belarus
in order to increase the scope of intermodal railroad
transportations from China to Europe and from Europe to
China, to provide for favourable terms of transportation of
Belarusian exported cargo through Polish ports.
Yana Peregud

The round table was attended by representatives
of the public authorities, diplomatic corps, railways and
sea ports administrations, professional non-commercial
associations, transport and logistics companies
from Belarus and Poland, who shared their practical
experience.
The event was moderated by Yana Peregud, Assistant
Professor of the Transport Chair of High School of
Economy, and Nikolay Gorbel, Chairman of Association
of International Forwarders and Logistics “BAME”.

Nikolay Gorbel

The round table session was opened by Dariusz
Kostrzebski, Chairman of the Management Board of
KOW Sp. z o. o., who greeted the participants.
In his introductory word, Mariusz Haladyj, Deputy
Minister of Economy of the Republic of Poland, noted:
‘We as professionals have a chance to discuss specific
business issues with their further escalation to the
governmental level. We have a vast potential of cooperation
in railroad industry and intermodal transportations, and
we view the situation not as competition but as mutual
development of business.’

Dariusz Kostrzebski

Mariusz Haladyj
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In the opinion of representatives of the Ministry of
Transport and Communications of the Republic of Belarus,
there are problematic issues, therefore, continuous
information exchange between Belarusian and Polish
sides is required for more fruitful cooperation.

Marek Pietruszewski

Yana Peregud spoke about peculiarities of the Polish
transport system. According to her speech, Belarus and
Poland have differences in legislation and programme
of logistics development, and these differences are
to be understood for the sake of closer cooperation.
The speaker showed how the Polish transport system
changed after accession to EU, and what changes are
planned for the next 10 years.
Marek Pietruszewski, Deputy Chairman of Gdansk
Sea Port, spoke about capabilities of Gdansk port. Marcin
Kamola, Director for Development of DCT Gdansk
S.A., reviewed prospects of DCT Gdansk container
terminal.
The issue of use of frontier bridges and railway
checkpoints was touched several times. The most
active discussants were representatives of the Ministry
of Infrastructure and Development of the Republic of
Poland: Macej Galadyga, Deputy Director of Railroad
Transport Department, and Macej Lachowski, Deputy
Director of International Cooperation Department. The
issue of high railway fees and means of their reduction
was also discussed.

Marcin Kamola

Logistics became a topic for round table discussion
as well. Nikolay Gorbel told about actions undertaken
in Belarus in the framework of implementation of the
programme of logistics system development, promising
directions, economic indicators of current logistics
centres.
In the second part of the round table, the discussants
went back to the topic of participation in the Silk Road
Economic Belt. As noted by Yana Peregud, today much
is spoken about new opportunities and vast potential of
the project. Participation in the Silk Road is believed to
benefit all countries. However, the imminently growing
competition between Poland, Lithuania and Latvia should
be taken into account. Another problem is irregularity
of transportation flows from China to Europe and from
Europe to China: much less goods are going to Asia than
from there. This is an issue for consideration.
Summarising the round table discussion, the
participants agreed that for successful cooperation
it needs to harmonise legislation, adopt general
supranational rules, and coordinate mutual wok in the
sphere of transport and logistics.

Macej Gladyga

Macej Lachowski
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Andrey Korolev, Aleksandr Shishko

Round table “Problems and prospects of development
of passenger carriage in the Republic of Belarus”

The event was moderated by Andrey Korolev,
Director General of BelNIIT Transtechnika RUE.

The first speaker was Andrey Gladkiy, Head of
Carriage Development and Licensing Unit of Road and
City Transport Division of the Ministry of Transport and
Communications. He spoke about road transportation
of passengers on non-regular service lines, stabilisation
of route network, process of review of proposals into the
Law of the Republic of Belarus “On road transport and
road carriage”, authority of local executive and regulatory
agencies, combination of functions of the passenger and
cargo road carrier by the same company. It was also
mentioned that the Law does not firmly stipulate main
provisions on passenger carriage by taxi cars.

The event started from the welcoming speech of
Aleksandr Shishko, Deputy Minister of Transport and
Communications of the Republic of Belarus who spoke
about the schedule of the round table that included four
thematic sections. The first section was dedicated to the
legal regulation and programme basis of development of
passenger carriage.

Vasiliy
Dyatlov,
Director
General
of
Vitebskoblavtotrans, raised the issue of intercity regular
passenger carriage without permission documents:
‘What needs to be done so that the market runs, and
people want to work? Nobody will gain anything with
prohibition measures. The conditions should be equal for
everybody. Thus, the first issue is navigation. Secondly,

The round table was arranged by the Ministry of
Transport and Communications of the Republic of Belarus
and BelNIIT Transtechnika RUE.
The round table objective was shaping professional
competence of heads of departments of local executive
and regulatory authorities and CEOs of road transport
companies in arrangement and management of
passenger carriage.

Vasiliy Dyatlov
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Andrey Gladkiy

we need to introduce a uniform passenger ticket, so
that to make the market transparent. Today it’s quite the
opposite because Minsktrans does it for itself. Now a
word about subsidies: the approach should be uniform.
There should be a standard established by the Ministry
of Finance’.
Leonid Lemesh, Head of Transport Inspectorate
SO of the Ministry of Transport and Communications,
proposed a solution to the issue of illegal carriage: ‘We
are not idle, we execute control. However, the problem of
illegal carriage is attributed to the fact that, unfortunately,
Oblavtotrans is unable to offer the services to the market
which private carriers did. As for carriages starting near
the railway station, for instance, we should prohibit
parking of buses on Bobruysk streets, or make the cost
of such parking 500 thousand roubles per hour, while
the cost of parking at the station will be 30 thousand
roubles per hour, and let them work. Nobody cares where
they end their routes, but they should start them at the
terminal.’

Leonid Lemesh

In the second section, the issues of improvement of
organisation and economic mechanism of passenger
carriage and reasonable use of passenger transport
infrastructure were reviewed.
Andrey Kashko, First Deputy Head of Passenger
Service of Belarusian Railway SO, started his report from
the issue of future prospects of carriage: ‘The promising
direction is mixed communications with participation
of other types of transport. We already employ mixed
communications, on the route to the National Airport. It
is the combined transport that has the future, both in our
country and in Europe.’ Andrey Kashko also told about
development of mixed transportation in Russia.

Andrey Kashko

Vladimir Sosnovskiy, Chairman of the Management
Board of Belarusian Union of Transport Workers RPA,
spoke in detail about problems of providing transport
services to the population on city and urban routes, and
solutions to them. He mentioned main trends of transport
service and factors of dissatisfaction of the consumer
demand.
Ananiy
Khvostiuk,
Director
General
of
Brestoblavtotrans JSC, spoke about improvement of
organisational and economic mechanism of carriage:
‘Minsk gets more subsidies than all the remaining country,
and I don’t think it’s fair. We are not against the market,
we need to transfer to the market conditions. We propose
to abandon subsidies and pay for the actual work, like
in Germany. Whether we want it or not, we need to put
the whole route network to tender.’ Ananiy Khvostiuk
mentioned illegal carriers as well: ‘Nobody gives it real
consideration. You will not find such a mess in any country
of the world, but in ours. In Poland, if you make an illegal
stop, you are fined for 100 Zloty, 300 Zloty for repeated
offence. Is it a problem to arrange for the same in our
country?’

Vladimir Sosnovskiy

Valeriy Shkuratov, Director of Capital Transport and
Communications SE, raised the issue of dedicated lanes

Ananiy Khvostiuk
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for public transport. ‘The potential passenger chooses a
personal car and abandons us. If we continue to loose
passengers, this will be a blow to our economy. What
needs to be done? Follow Moscow example. Dedicate
a lane for public transport. About 60 km of such lanes
are planned in Minsk, and this will allow increasing speed
of public transport by 20-30 km. Generally, considerable
investment is needed into development, but disunity of
services hampers implementation of our projects.’ As
it was noted, this issue should be resolved in complex,
because there are certain problems such as the right turn
or high-speed public transport.

Valeriy Shkuratov

Aleksey Zhogol, Director of Brestgortrans SE, told
about transport situation in Brest: ‘We have 61 city bus
routes. We would like to have the issues of bus route
reorganisation resolved, these are burning issues.
Currently we consider electronic payment. Also, 42
controllers work in Brest, about 1,500 fare dodgers are
detected every month. We cooperate with police in order
to improve control. Every controller has a tablet: when
they detect a fare dodger, they can request the respective
personal information. The following proposals are made
to improve the situation: optimisation of route network of
the city of Brest and introduction of the electronic payment
system.’
Dmitriy Komzolov, Director of Gomeloblpassen
gertrans CTUE, shared experience and results of carrier
operation: ‘The staff of controllers is 52 people. During
8 months of 2015, 119,241 transport revisions were
carried out, 2,482 passengers were fined. There were
249 surveys of passenger flow. During 8 months of
2015, 6 new routes were developed, 43 route passports
were prepared. There was created the commission
for organisation and regulation of passenger carriage,
sanitary and aesthetic revisions of transport are
undertaken. We also attracted investors to create
the first in Belarus interactive stop that will operate
independently on solar batteries.’

Aleksey Zhogol

The third section was dedicated to the issues of
quality and safety of passenger carriage. Ivan Unuchek,
Head of Certification, Standardisation and Metrology Unit
of BelNIIT Transtechnika RUE, spoke about passenger
carriage services, and quality indicators and assessment
methods.
Valeriy
Mikhailov,
senior
researcher
of
Transportation Safety Unit of BelNIIT Transtechnika
RUE, delivered the report “Provision of safety as a top
priority objective of passenger carriage”. He showed
statistics data about railroad and air transport accidents
in different countries.’
The theme of the fourth section was project solutions
in passenger carriage.

Aleksandr Khondogin
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The presentation dedicated to passenger transport
fare payment was made by Aleksandr Khondogin, Head
of Retail Product Development Division of Minsk Transit
Bank CJSC: ‘There are main types of modern payment
solutions in the sphere of passenger transport. These are

electronic tickets on contactless smart-cards, which were
implemented in Minsk. These are also electronic fare cards
on the basis of banking cards of international payment
systems with the contactless payment technology, and
intellectual mobile applications for remote fare payment,
which could be popular with the young people.’ Aleksandr
Khondogin also spoke about convenient methods of fare
payment in Moscow and proposals of Minsk Transit Bank
as innovative payment solutions.
Valeriy Milenkiy, Head of Railroad Transport
Development Directions Research Unit of BelNIIT
Transtechnika RUE, presented the integrated route

Dmitriy Komzolov

network based on implementation of railroad transport
advantages. The speaker analysed such parameters of
current and new routes as length, time of trip service cost
of service, and cost of fare.
Sergey Yakubovich, Deputy Head of Road Transport
Development Directions Research and Logistics Unit of
BelNIIT Transtechnika RUE, spoke about improvement
of the route network of city passenger transport at the
example of Brest and Lida. He presented the tables of
passenger flow surveys and labour commuting poll
questionnaires. The schemes of development of bus and
trolleybus routes and city and urban passenger carriage
were demonstrated.

Round table “Use of information technologies
in transport and logistics companies”
The round table was arranged by the Ministry of
Transport and Communications of the Republic of
Belarus, Technics and Communications CJSC, and
Infopark Research and Technological Association. The
event was moderated by Sergey Enin, Deputy Director
of Technics and Communications CJSC, who made the
introduction.
Sergey Tumel, Director of Modern Trade Technologies
LLC, spoke about creation and schemes of transmission
of the electronic bill of lading: ‘It is just the top of the iceberg
of those business processes that could be transferred into
the electronic automated format. No need to prove that
electronic data transmission is more effective, because
one can not only send but also store data and retrieve it
at any time.’

Then the floor was given to Sergey Rudnev, Head
of Information Systems Operation Division of National
Centre of Electronic Services RUE. He presented the
interdepartmental electronic documentation flow system
for governmental authorities. Sergey Rudnev stressed
that are should be taken in connection to EDFS: ‘There
are certain requirements to connect to EDFS. It is
very important, because we had already rejected 200
applications.’
Valeriy Stelmakh, Head of Information Technologies
and Telecommunications Unit of State Customs
Committee of the Republic of Belarus, spoke about
e-customs and main documents necessary for
declaration: ‘The time dictates new requirements,
and the success already achieves does not always
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satisfy business community, so we are developing.
For instance, in order to reduce costs, we introduced
electronic registration of declarations, now it is performed
by the system. Another novelty is the web-site for
presentation of electronic documents: it will enable to
submit documents via the web-site. This will facilitate
submission of documents by the applicants. This year
we plan to finalise these issues.’

Sergey Enin

Andrius Yuvko, Director of IT company 4logist.
com, made the presentation “Cloud solutions in
logistics: ‘Why the cloud? It is safe and cost-efficient.
Cloud technologies and the Internet are developing
quickly. Now it is possible to transmit information
without any special tools. In Lithuania cloud services
are developed more than in Belarus. Here I face
the situation that people fear cloud solutions: what
if they are hacked? What if there is no access to
the Internet? They think that a desktop is better
than the information stored somewhere, because
information is the most important in logistics. Now
there is no need to think how to protect the server,
how to make database backup. There are companies
that provide such services, and they can do this for
you. We optimise the documentation flow process,
maintain data confidentiality in the system, because
the greatest fear of user is to lose the information.
Our system can control the number of calls made, the
number of documents sent. The top manager views
the whole system, while his subordinates can have
limited access to a part of the system. Using cloud
technologies, it is possible to review the company’s
activity even without leaving this room. Your office is
always in your pocket.’
‘Reports were few but informative. I hope we meet
the next year, and the majority of us will use cloud
technologies which Andrius Yuvko told about’ Sergey
Enin summarised the round table discussions.

Sergey Rudnev

Valeriy Stelmakh
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Andrius Yuvko

Svetlana Kalenik, Sergey Enin, Valeriy Virkovskiy

October 8, 2015

BELARUSIAN TRANSPORT
AND LOGISTICS CONGRESS
Round table “Measures on introduction of e-Freight electronic documentation
flow standard in the Republic of Belarus in the sphere
of international air carriage”
The round table was arranged by the Aviation
Department of the Ministry of Transport and
Communications of the Republic of Belarus, Information
Society RPA, Modern Trade Technologies LLC, National
Airport “Minsk” RUE, Belavia Airline JSC.
Sergey Enin, Executive Director of Information
Society RPA, delivered an introductory speech as the
moderator of the event.
Sergey Tumel, Director of Modern Trade Technologies
LLC, presented the project of introduction of the electronic
documentation flow system which the company designed
for Belarus. In the speaker’s opinion, technically, the
system is ready for implementation, however, organisation
aspects and legal base lag behind.
This initiative was characterised by Vyacheslav
Zotov, Deputy Head of Information Technologies
Department of State Customs Committee of the Republic
of Belarus. He approved the project in general, but pointed
out some bottlenecks. In particular, he remembered the

Sergey Tumel

plenary discussion where the participants mentioned
absence of the ‘advocate’, a member of the government
who would be interested in the promotion of the idea.
Vyacheslav Zotov noted that there is no ‘advocate’
here, as well; therefore, it should be the private business
initiative by 90%.
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Galina Kovshova, Head of Mail and Cargo Carriage
Organisation and Sale Unit of Belavia Airline JSC, spoke
about numerous problems related to paper documentation
flow. ‘For instance, translation of an invoice necessary to be
made in order to release the document under the customs
transit procedure, may take 168 pages. I faced this myself.
Thus, no transit, airport or multimodal complex will develop
without transfer to electronic documentation flow. Otherwise
we shall be running cars with documentation around the cargo
complex at the airport. It is absolutely impossible’ she added.

Vyacheslav Zotov

Egor Volgin, Head of Foreign Economic Activity and
Cargo Carriage Development Unit of National Airport
“Minsk” RUE, expressed the opinion that introduction of
the electronic documentation flow in the National Airport
“Minsk” is an effective tool of coordination in management
of cargo carriage between airports.
Artyom Sikorskiy, Head of Projects of Transaviaexport
Airline JSC, spoke about application of e-Freight standard
in the activity of his company. Introduction of the standard
will raise transit attractiveness of the country, be an
impetus for development of innovation technologies
and improvement of air carriage quality. Participants
of the round table mentioned many more problems of
documentation flow in transit carriage. It was noted that
today’s procedures are too slow, therefore, Belarusian
carriers lose customers.

Galina Kovshova

Egor Volgin

Artyom Sikorskiy
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‘Having listened to the reports, I understand that the
situation is nearly critical. If we do not amend it, if we do

Gennadiy Volnistyi

not unite our efforts and information systems, no transit
will be possible in Belarus. This is my personal opinion.
You may not agree with it, but I would not like to lose this
market’ Sergey Tumel summarised.
During the round table, the floor was also given
to representatives of the Division of transportations,
certifications, registration and foreign economic
relations of the Aviation Department of the Ministry of
Transport and Communications: Vladimir Shibitskiy,

Head of Division, and Svetlana Kalenik, advisor of
Division; representatives of Identification System
Centre of Belarusian Academy of Science: Gennadiy
Volnistiy, Technical Director, and Aleksandr
Agafonov, Chief Automated System Designer;
representatives of Infopark RTA: Valeriy Virkovskiy,
Director for Cooperation with EU Countries, and Ivan
Levchenko, Deputy Director General; and Vladimir
Anischenko, Deputy Director General of Softclub
LLC.

Presentation of capabilities of Belarusian Railway
by the example of Kolyadichi transport and logistics centre as a dry dock
in cargo transportation
The presentation was arranged for all participants of
the Belarusian Transport Week, and representatives of
China companies residing in the Republic of Belarus.
More than 20 representatives of 12 Chinese companies
accredited in Belarus, together with employees of
PRC Embassy in Belarus, visited Kolyadichi transport
and logistics centre. Liu Suesun, advisor for trade
and economic issues of PRC Embassy, stated:
‘Representatives of Chinese companies saw all available
conditions. It can be said that we are satisfied with
them. Some companies already promised to try cargo
transportation through this site.’
As was stressed by Evgeniy Usenkov, Director
General of BLTC SE – Belintertrans Transport and
Logistics Centre RTUE: ‘Chinese companies are looking
for a reliable partner able to provide all cargo delivery
services. I think that today, having seen our capabilities,
they will understand that we are the company with which
they can cooperate and which can provide them with
comprehensive range and level of service.’ Even now
BLTC SE cooperates with BELGEE JV CJSC, CUEC and
NCPE companies, to which it provides a range of 3PLoperator transport and logistics services.
Now the two countries are undertaking measures
to increase export from Belarus to China. Liu Suesun
noted: ‘According to statistics of the Chinese customs
authorities, export from Belarus to China for the first
8 months increased by 25% in comparison with the similar
last year period.’
Today Kolyadichi TLC is an important link in the
chain of organisation of export and import cargo
transportation including container carriage by Belarusian
Railway. Here cargo is processed and transhipped to
regions of Belarus and the CIS, the Baltic and remote
foreign countries with the use of railroad transport and
intermodal carriage.
Location of Kolyadichi station at the crossroads of II
and IX Pan-European transport corridors allows quick
redirection of transit flows in the directions North –
South – North and East – West – East. In the near future
it will make the cargo terminal a full-fledged international
transhipment hub, and Belarusian railroad a logistics
platform of the Silk Road Economic Belt.
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PRESENTATION OF THE EXHIBITION PARTICIPANTS
The stand of the Ministry of Transport and
Communications of the Republic of Belarus occupied
the central position in the exhibition.
The Ministry of Transport and Communications of
the Republic of Belarus is in charge of public regulation
and governance in the sphere of automobile, sea, inland
water, railroad, city electric transport and metro, civil
aviation and use of a part of air space of the Republic of
Belarus which is duly dedicated to aircraft flights, local
airlines, regions for aviation work, airfields for civil aircraft,
and airports, road activities, actions of legal entities and
individual entrepreneurs performing:
• carriage and forwarding;
• work (services) related to provision of services to
passengers, cargo, transport vehicles, repair of transport
vehicles and technological equipment;
• diagnostics, design, construction, reconstruction,
repair, maintenance of domestic roads, aviation objects,
inland waterways, navigable hydrotechnical objects and
ports;

• scientific researches;
• staff training;
• information support;
• other work in this area.
At the stand, one could communicate with heads of
all divisions of the Ministry related to logistics activity.
Besides, representatives of National Airport “Minsk” and
the sectoral newspaper “Transport Bulletin” were also
present at the stand.
In organisation of international cargo transportation,
Belarusian Railway SO provides for:
• integrity of transported cargo and compliance with
the delivery terms;
• provision of timely information support services;
• customs clearance of cargo;
• loading, unloading and weighing cargo at the stations;
• arrangement of long-term storage of cargo at open
sites and in customs warehouses;
• provision of insurance services.
Taking into account the worldwide trend of
containerisation of cargo, Belarusian Railway works
on arrangement of cargo transportation in containers
including fixed-route container trains. Cargo transportation
by container trains provide for:
• reduction of delivery time;
• established schedule of train operation;
• simplified customs procedures;
• manager’s control;
• integrity of transported cargo.
It should be noted that Belarusian Railway attaches
much importance to trade and economic cooperation with
People’s Republic of China and is interested in expansion
of the transport network from the Pacific Ocean to the
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Baltic Sea, and increase of cargo flow from East to West
transported, inter alia, by high-speed container trains.
The stand contained presentation materials and
information about technical, technological, transhipment
capacities of Belarusian highways. At the exhibition site,
Vladimir Morozov, CEO of Belarusian Railway, held
business meetings with colleagues, CEOs of railway
administrations of Ukraine, Latvia, Lithuania, and
President of UTLC JSC.
Belarusian Transport and Logistics Centre SE
provides a full range of services in support of cargo
transportation, its maintenance and documentation. Apart
from forwarding and terminal services, the company
provides door-to-door delivery combining several types of
transport, and making the complex multi-stage delivery
procedure easier for the customer.
Transportation of cargo in special containers is a top
priority and dynamically developing business direction of
the company: projects connecting Europe and Asia are
actively implemented, including trains “Mongol Vector”,
“New Silk Road”, SKODA, KIA, Hyundai.
Throughout many years, the company acts as the
freight forwarder under successful projects of container
trains connecting ports of the Baltic countries with the
Black Sea region countries: “Viking”, “ZUBR”, “Mercury”.
In 2014, BLTC together with partners from Lithuania and
Poland offered new projects of container trains: “Neman”
and “Bug”.

Association of Customs Agents of the Republic of Belarus;
Association of Transport Corridor “East-West”. Within
the years of operation, the company established direct
contractual relations with Corporate Transport Service
Centre of Russian Railways JSC, Lithuania, Latvian,
Kazakh railways, railway administrations of Ukraine and
Poland.
Annually, BLTC participates in the exhibition
“Transport and Logistics”. In the course of the events,
the company’s stand was attended by representatives of
more than 70 companies. During the exhibition, the stand
hosted business meetings and negotiations with current
and prospective customers in the issues of conclusion of
transport and forwarding service contracts, lease of fleet,
container train operation, fee rate policy, expansion of
cooperation and scope of transported cargo
Activity of Association of International Road
Carriers “BAMAP” is aimed at promotion of development
of road transportation of cargo and passengers in
the Republic of Belarus, also on international routes;
support in comprehensive protection of interests of
road carriers and their information support and advisory
services; help in modernization of cargo and passenger
car fleet of carriers; organisation of professional training
and re-training of specialists, drivers carrying out
road transportation of cargo and passengers, also on
international routes; assistance in drawing documents to
issues visas to BAMAP members and TIR carnet users.

Possibility of customs clearance of cargo is an
important component of transport and logistics service. The
company offers services of the customs carrier, storage
of foreign goods under customs control, preliminary
electronic notification to the customs authorities.
BLTC takes part in the work of main transport
sector associations: International Federation of Freight
Forwarders FIATA, International Coordination Council for
Trans-Siberian Transportations; Belarusian Association
of International Forwarders and Logistics “BAME”;
Belarusian Chamber of Commerce and Industry;
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At the stand, consultations and explanations were given
on various aspects of road carriage including BelToll
payment system operation.
The collective stand of Klaipeda port and port
companies was represented by entities providing
transport and logistics services at the port: BPA CJSC,
Limarko Group company holding, Baltijos Pervezimai
UAB, VPA Logistics, KLASCO, ARIJUS Freightforwarding
Company, Klaipeda Container Terminal, BEGA Klaipeda
stevedore company, Malky ilankos terminalas CJSC.
Klaipeda port is the most northern ice-free port on
the eastern shore of the Baltic Sea. The port maintains
connections with 65 countries of the world and is deemed
one of the key ports of trans-European EU networks. The
dynamics of the port development is the most promising
among those of Baltic region ports, and the growth makes
6-9% a year. This year, Klaipeda port moved to the new
stage and became the international centre for container
distribution (hub centre).
Klaipeda port participates in the Belarusian
Transport Week every year since its beginning. This
year, the port comprises Belarus-Lithuania enterprises,
e.g. Biriu Kroviniu Terminalas UAB (BKT). The share of
Belarusian cargo (export and import) in Klaipeda port
reached 33% and is represented mainly by fertilisers
and oil products.
The representatives of Klaipeda port expressed
readiness for further cooperation with the Republic of
Belarus. Cargo flow turnover increase was mentioned at
the exhibition. Thus, this year the management of the port
plans to reach the volume of 14 million tons against 12
million tons of the previous year. Also, the representatives
of the port shared their plans to deepen and widen the
navigation channel by 2020. This will allow vessels with
big draught to drop in at the port, which will make the
carriage cheaper.

LLC. Representatives of Latvian Railway mentioned
recent reduction of carriage cost for the container train
“ZUBR” operated by Latvian Railway on the Latvian side.
Trade and Investment Support Department of the
Embassy of the Republic of Poland in Minsk seeks
to participate in all large exhibitions held in Belarus. This
time the Department presented its stand at the exhibition
“Transport and Logistics 2015”.

The National Stand of Latvia joined the leading
transport and logistics companies of the country, including
Ventspils free port, Northern national Ventspils terminal
(NNVT), Riga port, Latvian Railway and Liepaja port.

The stand was planned to be the place where business
community could get detailed information about Polish
economy and its legal aspects, Polish companies, and
exhibitions held in Poland.

Riga port presented two new terminals for bulk cargo:
RigaBulkTerminal LLC and RigaFertiliserTerminal

The Department organises presentations, conferences,
seminars on the issues of economic cooperation;
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provides assistance in establishment of contacts between
economic entities of Poland in Belarus in the area of
commerce, production cooperation and investment;
advises on various aspects of economic activity in the
Republic of Poland, including investment into the country.
By assessment of Zbignew Szmuniewski, Department
Head, today about 350-400 companies with Polish capital
operate in our country.
United Transport and Logistics Company (UTLC)
was established by railway administrations of Belarus,
Russia and Kazakhstan for the purpose of creation of the
single logistics business area in EurAsEc, improvement of
international competitiveness of EurAsEc logistics system
in the global transportation market, integration of transport
processes within EurAsEc, development of international
East-West transport corridors, and reduction of term and
cost of cargo delivery.
UTLC is a network logistics operator working on
300,000 routes, possesses a wide sales network
comprising 600 offices, has 43 representative offices in
23 countries, and serves over 70 thousand customers.
After ceremonial opening of the exhibition, a
presentation was held at the company’s stand. Piotr
Baskakov, President of UTLC, spoke about the company,
its assets, and plans of further development. Then,
valuable prizes – iPhone, iPad, MacBookPro, PlayStation,
and others – were raffled off among the stand visitors.

Lithuanian Railway JSC is the largest company in
the Lithuanian transport industry which forms about 1.5%
of the country’s GDP. This is one of the most leadingedge railroad companies in Eastern and Central Europe.
The company provides such services as railroad carriage,
organisation of container trains, freight forwarding and
transportation services by any types of transport, lease
of carriages and containers, loading and unloading,
warehousing and other logistics services, combined
carriage, customs agency, tracking of carriages, repair of
locomotives and carriages.
At the stand, the company representatives offered
services of new intermodal terminals “Vilnius” and
“Kaunas”, spoke about commissioning of the new train
“Vita-express” and announced the upcoming electrification
of Minsk-Vilnius road, which will allow reduction of time in
travel to two hours.
China Merchants CHN BLR Commercial and
Logistics Company CJSC is a company directly
subordinate to China Merchants Group (China) investing
into the company for development of Great Stone
industrial park.
‘The trade and logistics park will be located in the
China-Belarus industrial park where our company will
provide a range of services: warehousing, logistics,
exhibition, value-added services. The park opens the door
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management, as well as other M2M solutions with the use
of GPS and GLONASS, GSM and GPRS technologies.
Wialon software is the technical basis for the whole
Gurtam satellite monitoring system allowing optimisation
of operation of the vehicle fleet and staff, and retrieval of
comprehensive analytical data and reporting.
At the exhibition, the company presented new
applications that help improve quality of driving and make
it safer. With the use of special equipment installed on
board the vehicle, different parameters can be controlled:
the distance covered by the driver, the quantity of fuel
used, the manner of acceleration and breaking. In
addition, analysis of these and many other parameters
will extend service life of equipment. “Locator” is another
interesting application. This service allows monitoring
objects in movement. It allows the customer to see where
its cargo is located at the moment.
Baltic Stevedore Company LLC is a member of
Novorossiysk Sea Commercial Port PJSC. BSC LLC
performs functions of cargo and passenger ferry and
container terminal operator in the city of Baltiysk of
Kaliningrad Region. Today, the terminal of BSC LLC is the
only port operator in Kaliningrad Region able to tranship
superheavy cargo with the weight of cargo piece up to
160 tons.

to East and West of Eurasia and the Silk Road Economic
Belt, so the amount of investments is large and will make
from 400 to 500 million US dollars’ told Yui Minghua,
Deputy Director General of the company.
Location of the park is not occasional: it is situated
in the territory of Smolevichi Region, 25 km from Minsk,
in close vicinity of the international airport, railroads,
transnational highway Berlin-Moscow. The park territory
is planned to host production and residential areas,
offices and trade and entertainment complexes, financial
and scientific and research centres.

‘Out terminal is situated in the most western point of
Russia. Currently, the company launches new equipment.
We are proud of the recently constructed enhanced
examination point. It is a highly technological building.
Now all functions are located in the same building which
improves cargo integrity. This allows completion of
customs formalities and veterinary control faster. The
speed of cargo processing increased nearly three-fold,
and the quality improves as well’ the specialists of the
company noted.

GURTAM company develops and distributed software
solutions in the area of satellite monitoring and transport

Gomelzheldortrans TFRSUE provides transport
and forwarding services. The specialists told about new
businesses undertaken by the company. In particular,
Gomelzheldortrans cooperates with China. High-quality
containers are used, and the time of delivery is reduced in
comparison with transportation by sea.
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The company representatives also announced a new
service. Now cargo can be transhipped from railroad
carriages into sea containers at Centrolit terminal. Earlier,
cargo had to be delivered to the port and then loaded on
board the ship. The new method will reduce transportation
costs and expand product sales markets.
Transmashholding CJSC is the number one company in the CIS by volume of production and sale of carriages and is among ten leading world manufacturers of
railroad equipment. At the stand, the company presented several new models. One of them is the city electric
train ЭГ2Тв. As the company employees told, this is the
train of a new level of comfort, next to Swiss standard. It
is equipped with a very convenient system of online monitoring of technical operability. New two-tier carriages
were certified not long ago. Business class and economic
class models were designed.

Belpromimpex JSC offers a wide range of high
quality hoisting and transport and shelf equipment and
is an unrivalled leader in sales, repair and maintenance
of all loaders and other warehousing equipment in the
territory of the Republic of Belarus.
The company cooperates with many foreign companies
and is the regional dealer of Toyota Material Handling
Company (Japan), Zhejiang Hangcha Engineering
Machinery (China), Ecolift (China), Camoplast Solideal
(Canada), Rosler Group GmbH (Germany), Hansa-Flex
(Germany), Enersys Holding Europe GmbH (Germany),
Semperit (Czech Republic), Energia (Bulgaria), Fryazev
Plant of Metal Structures LLC (Russia).

Another novelty is the electric locomotive ЭП20. It
double-system, it can work on bother alternate and direct current. Its use will allow avoiding replacement of the
electric locomotive on the border of the Russian Federation and the Republic of Belarus.
Transmashholding also presented a new line of diesel
locomotives, the model Д500 deserving the most attention. Today it is the most powerful machine produced in
the Russian Federation. The power of this engine reaches
10,000 hp. Such power became possible, inter alia, due
to increase of the number of cylinders.

Vitaliy Kuzmin, an engineer for shelf equipment
package arrangement, said: ‘We have the most attractive
prices, I mean the price/quality ratio. Every year the
equipment is becoming more and more advanced.
Among new features are improvements of design, focus
on certain lifting capacity.’
Gomel Electomechanical Plant JSC has 20 years
of experience in the market of repair and production
of carriage retarders of all types and designs that are
notable for their reliability, quality and price in comparison
with similar products manufactures in the CIS. The
company has the experience of full reconstruction and
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and insurance. Being the general forwarding agent of
Bulgaria Sea Fleet, Plaske JSC arranges carriage in
railroad and ferry and roll-on/roll-off communications in
the Black Sea.
Plaske JSC is the official representative of Lithuanian
Railway in Ukraine, the operator of combined trail
“Viking”, the forwarding agent of PKP Linia Hutnicza
Szerokotorowa spolka z.o.o., and the Turkish company
UPM transportation.

modernisation of all hump yards. Also, the company
manufactures equipment for locomotive and carriage
depots, spare parts and accessories for repair of
carriages and locomotives, parts for upper construction
of the road, wide range of technical resin products, smallscale mechanisation tools for railroad repair. There is inhouse ferrous and non-ferrous metal casting production
line, and the equipment for processing of plastics of all
types.

MTZ Transmash JSC develops and manufactures
braking systems for all types of cargo and passenger
carriages, locomotives and trains for the underground
railway, including air diffusers, driver’s valves
including remote-control ones, brake interlock devices,
electropneumatic interlock valves, stop valves, and many
other parts.

Plaske JSC provides a range of transport and
forwarding services: logistics assessment and calculation
of optimal options of cargo transportation, arrangement of
carriage with different types of transport, cargo protection

More than 1.5 million carriages of railroad and metro
lines of the CIS countries, Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, some
countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America are equipped
with brake mechanisms of the company.
Diesel 24 Company owns filling stations in Austria
and Slovenia, and offers a wide network of partner filling
stations in many countries of Europe. The filling station
network Diesel 24 is based on self-service of trucks
under computer and video surveillance. Filling stations
are equipped with the most contemporary filling units and
high-speed new generation pumps (130 l/min).
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Ekaterina Plutinskaya, the company’s representative,
said: ‘Our company is ready to come to aid our customers
on the roads of Europe in case of malfunction, 24 hours
a day, 365 days a year. We have the payment card with
which settlements can be made, therefore, we refund VAT
in Europe.’
Kaliningrad Sea Commercial Port JSC provides a
comprehensive range of services of cargo transportation
from the sender to the recipient. The specialists present
at the company’s stand spoke about the port customs
warehouse, the only one in the region: ‘The warehouse
cargo placement and its storage without payment of
customs duties, which is very convenient. Recently it
became possible to withdraw cargo partially. The new
service is in high demand.’

cards, but today the Internet and SMS communications
are used actively. All services serve one purpose – save
the customer’s time. The main recent news was expansion
of the filling station network after merge of three brands –
Rosneft, Tumen Oil Company, and BP.
Alpha Centums is one of the leading international
transport and forwarding companies in the Baltic states.
More than 20 years the company successfully arranges
international cargo carriage by railroad, automobile and
other types of transport for customers from the CIS. In
the area of multi-modal carriage, the company can offer
development of optimal routes for carriage with all types
of transport; registration, acceptance and dispatch of
import, export and transit cargo; consolidation of cargo
on warehouses of the Baltic states. At the stand of the
company, the specialists noted that continuous search for
new reliable partners allows improvement of the quality of
provided services.

The specialists also mentioned the popular ferry line
from Ust-Lugi to Baltiysk (today it runs three ferries two
times a week) and noted that in future it may compete
with Belarusian Railway.
At the exhibition, RN-CARD Smolensk LLC presented
fuel cards. As noted by the specialists of the company,
the technology is not new, it was used in the 1990s, but it
is developing continuously. Earlier these were only offline

The company A&A LOGISTIC Ltd provides the
services of international carriage and forwarding of cargo
by sea, railroad, automobile and air transport; dispatch of
heavy, outsized and project cargo; payment of fare and
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freight; receipt and processing of cargo in Riga port and
on Latvian railway; consolidation, storage and processing
of transit, export and European cargo; European customs
broker services; registration of European transit on border
crossing points of Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland,
Finland, Germany, and other EU countries.

The company offers its customers the full range
of modernisation and supplementary work aimed
at restoration of technological lifespan of carriages,
improvement of their operation characteristics, increase
of comfort, ergonomics, aesthetic outlook of carriages,
making them more attractive for passengers.

Dipol
Trans
transportation
and
forwarding
company arranges cargo transportation on national
and international routes in accordance with optimal
transportation and logistics schemes; road transportation;
railroad transportation with payment of railroad fare on
the whole transportation line including China and the CIS
and European countries; container transportations. The
company cooperates with many forwarding companies
from Azerbaijan, Belarus, Russia, Ukraine, Uzbekistan,
Kyrgyzstan, Turkmenia, Tajikistan, and other CIS
countries.

Currently, there was launched the new serial
production of new generation carriages made from
corrosion-inert steel, with bolsterless bogies, and disc
brakes. The service life of such carriages is planned to
be 40 years.
The logistics centre “Prilesye” offers logistics
solutions of the new generation. The centre is continuously
developing, new warehouse premises, administration
areas, road service objects are being built. It is supposed
that cargo will be delivered to the centre by railroad with
which it will be connected with one of the production hubs
of Minsk.
Olesya Pobiarzhina, Deputy Director for Advertising,
spoke about peculiarities of work: ‘Now the first stage of
the centre is functioning, and we are in the middle of active
construction of the second stage. Our main advantage is
our concept that we are implementing: we shall be the
largest transport and logistics complex in Belarus. The
complex will have a well-developed infrastructure including
hotels, restaurants, technical maintenance stations and
exhibition halls. Construction of an intermodal terminal is
also planned.’

Minsk Carriage Repair Plant undertakes scheduled
repair of passenger non-self-propelled locomotive-driven
carriages and special self-propelled cars; manufacturing
of new passenger carriages; full certification, repair with
replacement of components and formation of new wheel
pairs for cargo and passenger carriages.

The company Kapsch TrafficCom AG is a supplier
of intellectual transport systems used for collection
of tolls, parking fees, fees for entering limited access
territories, for improvement of road safety, in the sphere
of commercial transport use, for electronic registration
of transport vehicles, for management of traffic and
organisation of cooperation systems operation. Solutions
of the company help finance the infrastructure, improve
road safety, optimize transport flow and reduce transport
impact on the environment. Kapsch TrafficCom AG is a
member of the Austrian group of technological companies
Kapsch Group.
On February 29, 2012, Kapsch TrafficCom AG and
the Government of the Republic of Belarus concluded the
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The company provides for carriage in box cars,
gondola cars, board platforms, rack cars and grain cars,
and offers customs broker services. Besides, Pacobo LLC
provides financial guarantees and drawing of quarantine
permits for transit carriage, carries out photographic and
video surveillance of the transhipment process.
Liski Ukrainian State Centre of Transport Service
State Enterprise is a structural division of State Railway
Transport Administration of Ukraine. Liski Centre occupies
the leading position in the sphere of international railroad
intermodal transportation. Many year of experience of
transport professionals allow provision of high quality
service of cargo delivery in 20- and 40-feet containers
in the territory of the CIS, the Baltic states and Europe,
combining functional potential of automobile, railroad and
sea transport.
investment agreement for 267 million Euros. Thus, the
cornerstone of BelToll – the system of fare collection in
the free multiple lane traffic mode – was laid. In Belarus,
the company Kapsch Telematic Services was established
for operation of the system. Today this company has the
staff of 160 employees. The system was planned to be
launched in three stages, two of which have already been
completed.

‘Our company has branches’ told Dmitriy Krivorchuk,
engineer of the Forwarding Department. ‘That means we
have representative offices all over Ukraine. It is a huge
advantage. One more advantage is that we own rolling
stock of platforms. Besides, the company is entering
the market of sea transportation, and soon we shall own
ferries.’

Kapsch TrafficCom AG offers its customers the
solutions for continuous fare collection (both overground
and via satellite communication) and toll collection with
the use of special stops.
The transport and forwarding company Pacobo
LLC provides the full range of cargo forwarding services
carried by railroad and automobile transport. The head
office of the company is situated in Chop, the town on
the border of three countries – Ukraine, Slovakia and
Hungary.
In 2003, the company opened its logistics centre
providing the full range of terminal services in railroad
cargo transportation and combined transportation with
change of the transport type from automobile to carriage
and from carriage to automobile, from West European
countries to the CIS and back.

BelGAZautoservice holding is the official distributor
of GAZ JSC in the territory of the Republic of Belarus.
Over 20 years the company occupies the leading place
in the Belarusian market of commercial transport. Main
directions of activity of the holding are sale of GAZ
automobiles and special equipment on their basis,
sale of original GAZ spare parts, warranty and service
maintenance of GAZ automobiles, production of BELAVA
motor vans.
At the stand, Sergey Ralovets, Head of Car
Sales Division told about peculiarities of company
development: ‘Within three years we modernised all line
of Next cars. The first model was boarded three-seat
vehicle with the carrying capacity of 1.5 tons. The next
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model will be the six-seat cargo and passenger boarded
vehicle. After all these improvements the new product
was launched – GAZon NEXT, the three-seated and
seven-seated vehicle with double cab and the carrying
capacity of five tons.

The whole-metal van presented at the exhibition is a
novelty. This vehicle was presented a month ago at GAZ
plant, and now it entered the market. The first shipment
will be made in the near future. Apart from the threeseated model, the seven-seated whole-metal vehicle will
be presented shortly.’
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